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Digitalisation, it has become commonplace, is rapidly transforming the 

way we “travel or design, make and consume things” (von der Leyen, 2020 

b). It requires policymakers to walk a tightrope between market-making 

and market-correcting, between fostering digital markets and regulating 

them (Newman, 2020; Seidl, 2021). However, digitalisation is not limited 

to questions of political economy but increasingly gains a geo-economic 

dimension. The internet is fragmenting into a splinternet (Lemley, 2021) 

and states increasingly seek to protect and promote their model of digital 

governance. A quarter of a century after John Perry Barlow told the 

governments of the world that they have “no sovereignty” (Barlow, 1996) 

in cyberspace, those very governments reassert their “digital sovereign-

ty” (Chander and Sun, 2021). 

The debate on digital sovereignty has reached Europe too, where the term 

has become a buzzword among EU policymakers (Obendiek, 2021). Ursula 

von der Leyen has made it the centrepiece of her Commission’s digital 

agenda, describing it as the “capability that Europe must have to make its 

own choices, based on its own values, respecting its own rules” (von der 

Leyen, 2020 a). And for Thierry Breton, digital sovereignty is about “Europe 

defending its strategic interests. Being assertive of our values. Firm in our 

ambitions. Confident of our means.” (Breton, 2020). But what is behind 

the buzz? What does the term actually mean? And most importantly, does 

the political rhetoric match the policy reality? 

In other words, we are interested in if and how the discourse on digital 

sovereignty is translated into actual policy in the EU. Existing scholarship 

has outlined the contested nature of key digital policies, such as the GDPR 

(Laurer and Seidl, 2020; Schünemann and Windwehr, 2020). We are inte-

rested in the degree and nature of policy change in various policy subfields 

that are affected by digitalisation, from trade policy (data flows) to indust-

rial policy (creating digital champions), from data protection (data  
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sovereignty) to internal market policy (digital single market), and from 

monetary policy (digital Euro) to competition policy (digital market 

power). Where policy is changing, are we observing first-order change 

in the settings of existing instruments, second-order change in the types 

of instruments used, third-order change in the policy goals, or even 

'paradigmatic change' (Daigneault, 2014; Hall, 1993)? 

Our Call for Papers invites researchers from political science, internatio-

nal relations, political sociology, and related disciplines to help us ans-

wer these questions. We are particularly interested in contributions that 

unpack recent developments in different policy subfields and assess to 

what extent the ideas surrounding digital sovereignty have translated 

into actual policy change; and if so, of what order that policy change is. 

Contributions can use different methodologies but should apply high 

methodological standards. Authors should be able to situate their theo-

retical framework in the literature on policy paradigms. They should 

also speak to the literature on the political economy of digitalisation 

(how is the digital economy affected by political decisions, be they mar-

ket-making or market- correcting?) and/or the literature on the geo-

economics of digitalisation (how does geography and geopolitics affect 

the political economy, be that in terms of market-closing or market-

opening to the global digital economy?). 
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